De Novo Molecule Design by Translating from Reduced Graphs to SMILES.
A key component of automated molecular design is the generation of compound ideas for subsequent filtering and assessment. Recently deep learning approaches have been explored as alternatives to traditional de novo molecular design techniques. Deep learning algorithms rely on learning from large pools of molecules represented as molecular graphs (generally SMILES), and several approaches can be used to tailor the generated molecules to defined regions of chemical space. Cheminformatics has developed alternative higher-level representations that capture the key properties of a set of molecules, and it would be of interest to understand whether such representations can be used to constrain the output of molecule generation algorithms. In this work we explore the use of one such representation, the Reduced Graph, as a definition of target chemical space for a deep learning molecule generator. The Reduced Graph replaces functional groups with superatoms representing the pharmacophoric features. Assigning these superatoms to specific nonorganic element types allows the Reduced Graph to be represented as a valid SMILES string. The mapping from standard SMILES to Reduced Graph SMILES is well-defined, however, the inverse is not true, and this presents a particular challenge. Here we present the results of a novel seq-to-seq approach to molecule generation, where the one to many mapping of Reduced Graph to SMILES is learned on a large training set. This training needs to be performed only once. In a subsequent step, this model can be used to generate arbitrary numbers of compounds that have the same Reduced Graph as any input molecule. Through analysis of data sets in ChEMBL we show that the approach generates valid molecules and can extrapolate to Reduced Graphs unseen in the training set. The method offers an alternative deep learning approach to molecule generation that does not rely on transfer learning, latent space generation, or adversarial networks and is applicable to scaffold hopping and other cheminformatics applications in drug discovery.